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THE ORIGINS OF GENERAL WAR
IN WORLD HISTORY

MATTHEW MELKO
The concept of general war appears to have been introduced
by Arnold Toynbee. Toynbee saw such wars as occurring among
the great states of a civilization. They were recurrent events followed by a breathing spell, a phase of secondary wars and a period of general peace before resuming once again. Except for passing use of the term by Quincy Wright, the concept does not seem
to have attracted much attention until the 1970's when it was
revived by a number of scholars who often used other terms, but
seemed to be describing something similar/
1
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THE CRITERIA
For Toynbee general wars appear to be major wars, usually
but not always among major powers, that contribute to the deterioration of civilization. He calls general war "a great war of the
all-engulfing kind." All who have written since see them as
highly destructive wars among states of significant power within
a system, usually the Western International System. Most do not
require all possible great powers to participate, nor continuous
engagement, though Jack Levy thinks the war must involve the
leading power in the system. Robert Gilpin and John Vasquez
think general wars are unlimited in means and ends and therefore,
Gilpin says, they tend to expand beyond the system.
The concept of "state systems" would make our own international system just one of many systems involving interaction of
autonomous states. These systems, David Wilkinson says, tend
to be generally violent, to include states of unequal power, and to
always have great powers that can be discerned by relative population, size, military power, frequency of warfare, success in
warfare, propensity to intervene, and capacity to call international conferences or prevent such conferences from achievement.
4

5
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Or as Levy puts it, the interests of the great power are global, i.e.
system-wide. Other states have to take a great power into
account. Mere capacity to defend would not qualify a state to be
a great power.
Wallerstein and Melko suggest that general wars last about
three decades. Modelski, Thompson and Rasler suggest a similar period, ("close to one generation," "twenty-five to thirty
years") and their selection of cases fit the two to three decade
range. Farrar predicts the next general war will last 30 years.
Most others, perhaps considering World War I, do not have a
duration requirement.
Toynbee's examples were intercivilizational, taken from
three civilizations, but presumably applicable to all civilizations.
Others have not disagreed with this, but most of them have taken
their cases only from the history of Western Civilization.
Western cases most frequently chosen have been the HabsburgValois wars, 1494-1559; The Wars of Dutch Independence, 15681609; The Thirty Years War, 1618-1648; The Wars of Louis
XIV, 1672-1713; The War of Austrian Succession, 1740-1748;
The Seven Years War, 1756-1763; The Napoleonic Wars, 17921815; The World Wars (sometimes separately, sometimes linked),
1914-1945.
6

7

IMPORTANCE
For Toynbee general wars appear to be symptoms of irreversible decline, symptoms of "Times of Troubles" ending in the
conquest of all by one and the creation of a universal state, a civilizational empire. Christopher Chase-Dunn thinks that "most
fundamentally they represent struggles for control or dominance
over the entire interstate system." Gilpin writes that these wars
have provided the great turning points in world history, resolving
questions of governance and predominant ideas and values as
well as economic and social structures."
These wars have been described as large scale, very destructive of population and property, accounting for a disproportionate
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol37/iss37/6
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fraction of fatalities in international violence, and characterized
by unlimited means employed and general scope.
9

THE ORIGINS OF GENERAL WAR
It is not possible in a single article to explore all that scholars have concluded about patterns of general war in Western
History. But we can, perhaps, summarize a degree of consensus
among them on the origins of these major wars in Western historyGeneral wars are perceived to occur as intracivilizational
conflicts over the domination of state systems. The dominant
power of the preceding period has exerted hegemony over the
system, often intervening to resolve conflicts among other great
and secondary powers. Over time, however, this dominant power
is weakened by a complex set of circumstances, which at a minimum involve overextention from perceived responsibilities of
being a world (i.e. system-wide) power, the loss of monopoly of
resources over time and the fragmentation of the winning alliance
from the previous general war.
Meanwhile, other states are rising in power, perhaps benefiting from new technologies employed in recovery, their leaders
perceiving that they do not have the spheres of influence or territories commensurate with their economic power. Unresolved
conflicts accumulate, become unmanagable, and then reinforce
each other once war begins."
The general war often starts as a local conflict.
Often the actual precipitation of a war involves a conflict
between a great and small power in which a second great power
intervenes. A victory may tempt a state to advance further, or
tempt others to enter the conflict either to limit the victor or take
advantage of the vanquished. A defeat may cause a state to seek
opportunity for recovery. One great power may attack another as
part of a strategy aimed at some other objective. The war itself
represents a combined effort of great powers either to stop the
advance of the hegemon or a challenging power. Often general
wars are unintended; events get out of control.
10

12
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These are all political factors in the origins of general war. In
each case, of course, economic, cultural and personality factors
can be found. The economic decline of the hegemon may lead to
the perception that it has become militarily challengeable. The
culture of the civilization may support or dampen a propensity
toward expansive wars. A military genius may arise or be absent
at a particular time. But having acknowledged the importance of
such factors, let us set them aside and focus on the political factors.
ALLIANCES
A frequent characteristic of a general war is that when a leading power attempts to dominate a system, a coalition of other
powers respond to prevent this from happening."
If a coalition is organized, however, it may reduce the flexibility of the system, and increase the chance of general war; or it
may be stabilizing and reduce competition for allegiances. Or a
defeated power may use a breathing space to reconstruct or
improve alliances before initiating another round of conflict.
Willingness to join an alliance may indicate that states are willing to risk involvement in a major conflict.
Alliances, however, may also be organized by the declining
dominant power in an attempt to reduce costs and commitments.
It may be then that alliances are symptoms of a situation, not
themselves factors involved in widening wars. Moreover,
alliances are often formed without precipitating expanding wars,
so other factors must be involved.
14

15

WIDENING THE RANGE OF CASES
Most research on general war has focused on cases in
Western history. Even Toynbee gave serious attention to only
three civilizations: Western, Hellenic and Sinic. But is it not
possible to consider general war on a world perspective? Would
the principles that are being developed for Western cases apply
on a world scale?
If general war is a phenomenon of state systems, it should
16
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recur in similar ways in all such systems, regardless of scale,
regardless of technology. If general wars are intracivilizational in
the West, Classical civilization and China, presumably they are in
other civilizations.
In order to widen the number of cases, I have considered
state systems in eleven civilizations. These are all "main stream"
civilizations whose existence is generally accepted, though there
would be disagreements about boundaries, names, autonomy, and
desirability of further divisions. The eleven are Egyptian,
Mesopotamian, Classical, South Asian, East Asian, Andean,
Mesoamerican, African, Byzantine, Islamic and Western.
Great powers were considered to fit the range of criteria suggested by the scholars discussed above; that is, it made a significant difference whether or not they participated. Following the
preference of several of the scholars, a minimum duration of two
decades was required for consideration. And if a great power was
external to the civilization but clearly involved in the state system, it was included.
Under these criteria, 38 general wars were found in ten civilizations (none were found in Andean). These are indicated in
Table 1. It is probable that some wars that would equally meet
the criteria were overlooked, and also probable that some of those
included might be challenged for failing to meet entirely all the
criteria. Still, while this list of cases could be improved perhaps,
it is probably the best set available at the present time.
The majority of these cases will not be familiar even to most
civilizationists or world historians. Indeed some may not be
familiar to students of particular civilizations mentioned, since
separate wars were cobbled and named, as the War of Austian
Succession and the Seven Years War, in Western History, were
linked under the unfamiliar name of The Wars of Frederick the
Great.
ORIGINS IN CIVILIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Since many of the wars are not familiar, and since we are
focusing on origins in this article, the origins of each of the 38
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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general wars are summarized in Table 2. This table considers
only the sequences of origin, not precipitating economic, political or systematic conditions.
Table 3 represents an attempt to classify the first two events
of each war. The difficulties of generalizing in such a table are
suggested by the need for a number of modifying or explanatory
footnotes.
In 14 cases great powers initiated the conflict, in eight cases
the hegemon. In two cases an alliance or coalition initiated the
conflict, in two cases a minor power, in one case a rebel group.
That makes 27 cases in which the conflict began within the civilization. But in ten other cases, an external power initiated the
conflict, and in one, external barbarians. All of these were formidable, but only five could be said to be within the system,
though outside the civilization. These were the Hittites and
Romans within the Mesopotamian, the Mughals within the South
Asian and the Abbasids and Ottomans within the Byzantine. In
the case of the Sumerian War, the conflict was initiated by barbarians external to the political system, but not members of
another civilization.
Determinations of hegemony do not depend on performance
in the general war. In six of the 10 cases of initiating hegemons,
I think there would be general agreement on the hegemon at the
war's outset: the Khalji-Tughluq, the Chu-Jin, the Aztec, Ottoman
and Wars of Louis XIV. About the Thirty Years War there might
be disagreement about whether hegemony was sufficiently established. About the Sassanid and Seljuk Wars there might be disagreement concerning whether the external power should not be
considered the hegemon.
On the great powers, too, there probably would not be much
disagreement on 11 of the 14 initiators. But it might be perceived
that the initial state of the Guptas, the Aleppo of Nuruddin and
the Prussia of Frederick the Great are retroactively designated
great powers because of performance in the wars, and might not
have been so perceived by most contemporaries at the onset.
All of the external powers were formidable, themselves great
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol37/iss37/6
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powers, so in 32 of the 38 cases, the wars were initiated by great
powers or the hegemon. This suggests that the beginnings of
general wars were usually direct, not insidious, regardless of
whether the initiator was a great power trying to expand or challenging the hegemon or, less frequently, the hegemon bidding for
greater domination or trying to head off a rising power. The wars
generally were not begun by minor powers drawing great powers
into a situation that unexpectedly escalated.
Paradoxically, the view that general wars are not deliberately initiated also seems to be valid in most cases. In seven of the
wars — the three Egyptian, the Mitannian, Diadochid, Chu-Jin
and Ottoman — the initiators were willing to risk the possibility
of a system-wide war. Thebes risked Herakleopolitan counter
attack, Kamose attacked the hegemon, Esarhaddon saw Egypt as
a rebellious province. Suppiliuliumus directly attacked a great
power, Perdiccas was not unaware that Ptolemy would have
major support, the Chu attacked in the face of an established
alliance and Selim the Grim confronted successively two great
powers. Louis XIV was aware that William of Orange was capable of eliciting support from the League of Augsburg, but thought
his invasion of the Palatinate would be countenanced as had been
the case with previous minor French incursions. In the
Peloponnesian and World Wars, the participants feared the possibility of general war. In the other 28 cases, the wars developed
out of events.
On the other hand, the view that local wars spread locally
seems less easy to support. In ten cases the wars begin with an
attack on minor powers and in five others on provinces or protectorates of great powers or hegemons that might have gone
undefended. In one case the war begins with a civil war within a
minor power. But in the other 22 cases hegemons or internal or
external great powers are attacked, These can hardly be considered local.
Another way to look at the initiation of the conflict is to consider whether it had systemic or only local implications. But
attempting to do this was unsatisfactory because so many situaPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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tions appeared to be intermediate, more than local, but less than
systemic. When Frederick the Great invaded Silesia, it did not
have to be perceived as a systemic intervention. It could have
remained a conflict between two great powers, as did the FrancoPrussian War. Such situations were labeled regional. Counted
this way, 15 were considered to have begun systemically, 17
regionally, only six locally. The regional cases might be added to
the local, making 23 in which the initiator might not expect his
action to lead to a systemic war. Where the attack is systemic, the
liklihood of a general war would seem to be greater.
Did the initial outcome lead the victor to further expand or
precipitate an alliance against him? In eight cases the initiator
attacked a second time, usually following an initial success,
though twice, in the Saitic and Mitannian Wars, attacking a second time after an initial check. The other cases were the Second
Assyrian, Sassanid, Guptan, Tepanec, Ottoman and Thirty Years
Wars.
What about alliances? Do they cause local or regional wars
to be expanded? In the cases of the Western Withdrawal, and
Napoleonic Wars, the initiating powers had allies. In the
Ahmosic, Peloponnesian, Aztec and World Wars, both the initiator and the state attacked had allies. In the Herakleopolitan, First
Assyrian, Diadochid, Chu-Jin, Qin-Chu and Louis XIV Wars,
the initiator attacked despite the existence of a defensive alliance.
In the Chalukyan, Gurjurat, Delhi-Chola, Mughal, Saladin, and
Frederick the Great Wars, defensive alliances arose in response to
the initiator's attack.
So alliances played a significant role in the onset of general
wars in 18 of the 38 wars, but it is not easy to find a pattern. Only
three other wars fit the pattern of the World Wars, in which a
regional war was expanded by pre-existing alliances on both
sides.
The advancing victor and the alliance response apply to 26 of
the 38 cases. What else might happen? Generalization becomes
difficult. In two cases, the Seljuk and Byzantine Decline, the
power attacked counter-attacked without benefit of alliance. In
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol37/iss37/6
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two cases, the Mesopotamian and Eurafrican, great powers not
previously involved made what could be perceived as compensatory attacks on minor powers. In the Sumerian War, a great
power counter attacked barbarian invaders. In the War of
Parthian Ascendancy, the hegemon attacked had to cope with
provincial rebellion. In the Punic Wars, a great power intervened
on behalf of a faction in a minor civil war. In the Mauryan War,
the initiator withdrew. In the Khalji-Tughluq War, the initiator
defended against external attack. In the Three Civilizations War,
an internal attack opened a power vacuum for an external attack
while in the Abbasid-Bulgar War an external attack opened the
way for an internal attack. In the War of Abbasid Decline, the
hegemon, coping with internal rebellion, endorsed a provincial
expansion by a second rebel force. In the Wars of Frederick the
Great, an unallied minor power joined in supporting the initiator's
attack.
While alliances did play a part in almost half the cases,
sometimes they encouraged an initiator, sometimes they failed to
deter, sometimes they arose only after the initiator had attacked,
and only rarely did they exist on both sides before a war began.
And while initiators sometimes followed success, they also followed failure. Then, in nearly a third of the cases, a variety of
events occurred that involved neither acts by the initiator nor by
counter alliances. The very difficulty of classifying the second
events suggests that the actual sequence may not be crucial in the
origins of general war. It is more important to ask whether
France or Germany is more responsible for the initiation of the
World Wars than to determine the degree of responsibility
between Austria and Serbia.
Table 3 identifies the leader of the initiating act in 27 cases.
Of these, only 10 played major roles in the subsequent wars:
Suppiliuliumus, Tiglath Pileser III, Shapur I, Pulekesin II,
Alauddin, Babar, Tesozomoc, Selim the Grim, Louis XIV and
Frederick the Great. On the other hand, three of the five leaders
whose roles were central enough to give their names to the wars,
were not involved in the initiation: Ahmose, Saladin and
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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Napoleon. So, outstanding leaders were sometimes involved in
the origins of general wars, but the presence of an outstanding
leader was not necessary.
ASSESSMENT OF FINDINGS
That 32 of the 38 general wars seem to have been initiated
either by hegemon or an internal or external great power suggests
that the beginnings of such wars are more often than not direct,
regardless of whether the initiator is a hegemon bidding for
greater domination or trying to head off a rising power, or leaders of a great power feeling able to at least risk a response from
the hegemon or other great powers. The wars usually are not
begun by minor powers drawing great powers into a situation that
unexpectedly escalates.
On the other hand it also appears in a substantial majority of
cases that the initiators did not anticipate a general war. Rather
general wars develop out of concatenations of events that, if difficult to classify, would be even more difficult to anticipate.
The role of alliances, notable in the World wars, seems much
less clear when considering a wider range of wars. In more than
half the cases alliances were not a factor. In five cases pre-existing defensive alliances failed to deter an attack. Only in four
cases were there pre-existing alliances on both sides, and only in
the World Wars did this happen in the West. So, although preexisting alliances can play a part in the development of general
war, it appears that general war much more often develops without the existence of such alliances.
At this point we should note again the layering of reification
involved in this study. We have reified the civilizations in which
the general wars occur. Then we have reified the general wars
themselves, declaring and dating them with more power than any
of the participants ever hoped to possess. And as we consider the
origins, we reify a third time, deciding which event should be the
"beginning." Does the Herokleopolitan war begin with
Wahankh's "consolidation" or Asyut's response? Does the Saitic
General War begin with the Nubian advance into Palestine, or
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol37/iss37/6
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with Esarhaddon's response? Whatever one historian answers,
any other is sure to write that the war "really begins" with the
next or preceding event. Jack Levy would almost certainly say
that you have to have rigorous criteria. The war should always
begin, for instance, with the first act of the war.
But this depends on context. Wahankh engaged in a previous consolidation that on scant evidence seems to have been
unthreatening, though it may have increased his power and confidence. And similarly, Esarhaddon could easily have ignored a
limited Egyptian expansion into Palestine, one of a kind that had
been ignored by other leaders in earlier times. So a judgment call
is made on contexts, and then two solid-looking tables are drawn
to affirm these debatable judgments, hardly an improvement over
the claims of the Assyrian monarchs which were written in stone
and likely to outlast these tables on biodegradable paper. There
cannot be a hard and fast rule on the first act, though there may
be a consensus on particular wars.
But suppose we allow for some range of judgment by saying
the war begins with the first "significant" act. Then the
Peloponnesian War begins with the Spartan invasion of Attica,
because the events between Corinth and Corcyra involved a purely local revolt. In fact the local beginning hypothesis of
Midlarsky and Vasquez would be defined out of existence, for if
local, not significant.
If we were to take an act of war as the criterion for the beginning of the general war, then the World Wars would begin — not
with Austria's declaration of war on Serbia, for which there is
pretty general consensus, but with Germany's invasion of
Luxembourg, which hardly anyone would consider the war's
beginning. But if we make declaration of war our criterion, we
might be left with only one general war.
The difficulties of constructing Table 3, the analytical table
that sums up the findings, points to the greater difficulty in comparative work. From one perspective, this is a primitive table,
lacking the methodological sophistication that can be found in
the work of most contemporary political scientists. On the other
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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hand it is crude from the perspective of the historian who is looking for context and nuance. As the data come from disparate and
often less reliable sources, the utility of methodological sophistication rapidly declines. As the range of historical examples
widen, the reductio threatens to become absurdum.
Widening the range of cases, then, provides another perspective. It reminds us that the comparative study of civilizations is
more of an art than a science. It cannot predict the future and it
probably can be no more than a consideration in the making of
policy.
17

TABLE 1: GENERAL WARS IN WORLD HISTORY
Civilization

General War

Dates

Major Powers

Egyptian

Herakleopolitan Wars

2100-2040

Herakleopolis,
Thebes, Asyut

Ahmosic Wars of
Unification

1580-1544

Hyksos, Thebes,
Hermiopolis, Nubia

Saitic Wars of
Unification

674-654

Assyria, Nubia,
Sais, Thebes,
Herakleopolis,Tanis

Sumerian
General War

2460-2310

Elam, Kish, Lagash.
Uruk, Umma, Akkad

Mesopotamian
General War

1850-1775

Babylon, Isin,
Larsa, Eshunna,
Assur, Mari

Wars of Mitannian
Disintegration

1375-1335

Hittites, Mitanni,
Assyria, Babylonia,
Elam

Wars of Assyrian
Ascendancy

1270-1218

Assyria, Urartu,
Hittites, Babylonia,
Elam

Wars of Assyrian
Revival

744-702

Assyria, Urartu,
Babylonia, Elam,
Damascus, Egypt

Diadochid Wars

321-281

Macedonia, Thrace,
Persia,
Mesopotamia,
Babylonia, Egypt

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol37/iss37/6
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Civilization

Classical

South Asian

General War

Dates

Major Powers

Wars of Parthian
Accession

163-113

Seleucids, Romans,
Parthians, Armenia,
Egypt, Babylonia,
Saca

Wars of Sassanid
Consolidation

243-268

Sassanids,
Romans, Palmyra

Peloponnesian War

431 -404

Athens, Sparta,
Corinth, Argos,
Syracuse, Persia

Punic Wars

254-188

Rome, Carthage,
Macedonia,
Seleucid Empire

Wars of Mauryan
Unification

326-261

Macedonia,
Magadha, Ganges
states, Seleucids,
Deccan states

Wars of Guptan
Unification

320-350

Gupta Empire,
Vakataka Empire,
Orissan Alliance,
Pallevan Alliance

Chalukyan General
Wars

610-680

Western Chalukya,
Kanauj, Palleva,
Vengi Chalukya,
Pandya, Valabhi,
Sindh, Magadha

Wars of the GujaratRashtrakutan Vortices

733- 786

Gurjaras, Pala,
Rashtrakuta,
Kashmiri,
Chalukya, Palleva

Wars of Delhi-Chola
Vortices

1186-1206

Ghor, Ghazni,
Ganges Coalition,
Delhi Sultanate
Chalukyas,
Paramaras, Cholas,
Kakatiyas, Yavadas,
Pandayas,
Hoysalas,

Khalji-Tughluq Wars

1307-1351

Delhi Sultanate,
Yadavas, Hoysalas,
Kakatiyas,
Pandayas, Gujarat,
Rajputs

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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General War

Dates

Major Powers

Wars of Mughal
Unification

1524-1575

Mughals, Delhi
Sultanate, Bengali
Afghans. Rajput
Alliance, Gujarat,
Vijayanager,
Deccan Muslem
Coalition

Wars of Three
Civilizations

1739-1792

Mughals, Afghans,
Marathas, French,
British, Mysore,
Hyderabad

Chu-Jin General War

633-537

Chu, Jin, Qi, Song

Qin-Chu General War

346-311

Qin, Chu, Yueh,
Zhao, Shu, Wei,
Qi, Yan

Wars of Tepanec
Hegemony

1363-1418

Tepanecs,
Tenayuca,
Acohuacan,
Culhuacan,
Chalco
Otami, Mixtecs,
Zatopecs

Wars of Aztec
Expansion

1428-1496

Tenocha Aztecs,
Tlatlulco Aztecs,
Alcohuacan,
Tlascala,
Chinampanecan
Alliance, Tlacopan,
Chalco, Huaxtecs,
Coixtlahuaca,
Totonecs, Zatopecs.
Tarascans.

African

Wars of European
Colonialism

1850-1908

Britain, France,
Germany, Italy,
Belgium, Portugal,
Egypt, Boers.

Byzantine

Abbasid-Bulgar Wars

803- 823

Abbasid Caliphate,
Byzantine Empire,
Bulgaria

Seljuk Wars

1068-1098

Seljuk Turks,
Byzantine Empire,
Patzinaks,
Sultante of Rum,

East Asian

Mesoamerican

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol37/iss37/6
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Civilization

General War

Dates

Normandy, Venice,
Cumans, Crusaders

Seljuk Wars (cont.)

Islamic

Major Powers

Wars of Byzantine
Decline

1326-1389

Osmanli Turks,
Byzantine Empire,
Serbia, Bulgaria,
Venice, Genoa

Wars of Abbasid
Decline

869-907

Abbasid Caliphate,
Saffarids, Tulunids,
Byzantine Empire,
Samarids

Normans

Western

Saladin Wars

1145-1192

Zangids, Franks,
Ayubbids, Normans
Almohades

Wars of Ottoman
Ascendancy

1514-1551

Ottoman Empire,
Iran, Ozbegs,
Mamelukes, Spain,
Habsburg Empire,
Hungary, Venice

Wars of Western
Withdrawal

1948-1991

Britain, France,
Israel, Egypt,
Algeria, Syria, Iraq,
Iran, United States

Thirty Years War

1619-1648

Habsburg Empire,
The Netherlands,
Spain, France,
Sweden, Poland

Wars of Louis XIV

1688-1713

France, The
Netherlands,
England, Spain,
The Hapsburg
Empire, Sweden,
Poland, Russia
Savoy

Wars of Frederick II

1740-1763

France, Britain.
Prussia, Hapsburg
Empire, Russia

Napoleonic Wars

1792-1815

France, Hapsburg
Empire, Prussia,
Britain, Spain,
Russia

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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General War

Dates

Major Powers

World Wars

1914-1945

Germany, France,
Russia, Hapsburg
Empire, Britain,
Italy, United States,
Japan, China

TABLE 2: GENERAL WARS IN WORLD HISTORY

Egyptian General Wars
Dates

Names

Descriptions

2110-2052

Herakleopolitan
Wars

Under the nomarch Wahankh, the
Upper Egyptian City of Thebes,
despite disadvantages in location,
productivity and population,
attacked and conquered two important
cities controlled by the hegemonic city of
Herakleopolis. Wahkare of Herakleopolis
and his ally, Asyut, counter-attacked, but
Thebes retained the conquered cities.

1580-1546

Ahmosic Wars
of Unification

Kamose of Thebes, allied with the middle
Nile city of Hermiopolis, raided several
upper Nile allies of the dominant Hyksos,
reaching the Delta capital of Avaris. A
decade or so later, Kamose's brother
Ahmose besieged Avaris.

674-654

Saitic Wars of
Unification

After the Egyptian Nubian Dynasty
advanced into Palestine as far as
Ashkelon. The Assyrians under
Esarhaddon attacked and were repelled.
Three years later they attacked again, and
this time drove the Nubians out of
Palestine and out of their Delta capital of
Memphis.

Mesopotamian General Wars
2460-2310

Sumerian
General War

Khamazi and Elamite invasions of Sumer
were countered by Eannatum of the major
Sumerian city of Lagash.

1850-1775

Mesopotamian
Mari, on the Euphrates, advanced east,
General War occupying Assur on the
Tigris. Further
south, Eshunna, east of the Tigris,
captured the minor city of Rapiguin,
thereby gaining access to the same river.
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1375-1335

Wars of Mitannian
Disintegration

The Hittites under Suppiliuliumus were
repulsed when they attacked the
Mitannian vassal city, Aleppo. But then
they invaded Mitanni itself, sacking the
capital, Washkkanni.

1270-1218

Wars of Assyrian
The Assyrians, under Shalmaneser I,
Ascendancy
subdued the Guti in the Easter Mountains,
then Urartu and the Hurrians. Urged by
their Hittite allies, the Kassite Babylonians
invaded Assyria.

744-702

Wars of Assyrian
Revival

321-281

The Diadochid
Wars

163-113

Wars of Parthian
Acession

During a Seleucid succession struggle, the
Romans attacked both the Seleucid army
and fleet while supporting the Maccabee
rebellion in Judea. Taking advantage of
the Seleucid difficulties, Timarchus,
satrap of Babylonia, assumed independent
power and occupied Media.

243-268

Wars of Sassanid
Consolidation

After Ardashir established the dynasty, his
son Shapur put down vassal rebellions in
Armenia and Babylon, then invaded the
Roman province of Mesopotamia,
besieging and conquering the city of
Nisibis.

Assyria, under Tiglath Pileser III, drove
the Arameans from Babylon, reasserting
domination over that state in the process,
then conquered vassal states of Urartu, a
great power to the north.

In a quarrel over control of Alexander's
corpse, Perdiccas, ruler of Mesopotamia,
invaded Egypt, ruled by Ptolemy, while his
lieutenant, Eumenes, defeated Ptolemy's
ally, Craterus, co-ruler of Thrace.

Classical General Wars
431-404

Peloponnesian War Athens, a sea power and Sparta, a land
power, headed alliances of city states, the
Delian and Peloponnesian Leagues.
When Athens supported rebellions within
the Peloponnesian League, Sparta
invaded Attica, the Athenian territory.

254-188

The Punic Wars

Rome and Carthage were the two major
powers in the Western Mediterranean
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The Punic Wars
(Cont.)

area. A factional struggle on the island of
Sicily led Rome to build a navy and invade
Sicily and neighboring Corsica, in support
of the faction favorable to Rome.

South Asian General Wars
322-268

Wars of Mauryan
Unification

Alexander of Macedon invaded the Indus
Valley, conquering a number of Indian
Kingdoms. After his departure,
Chandragupta Maurya, leading an
army of mercenaries, engaged in the
same period the Macedonian satraps
and independent western kingdoms while
preparing to attack the dominant
Hindu North Indian power, Magadha.

320-350

Wars of Guptan
Unification

Another Chandragupta, a rajah of the
Magadha area, through marriage,
diplomacy and conquest, became the
dominant leader in the Ganges Valley.
His son, Samudragupta, conquered the
rest of the valley, but the sequence and
calibre of opposition is uncertain.

610-680

Chalukyan General
Wars

The Western Chalukyas under Pulekesin II
marched west to the Arabian Sea, then
southeast to establish a tributary state in
Vengi.

733-786

Wars of the
Gujarat-RashtraVortices

An Umayyad invasion of the Indus Valley
is repelled by an alliance of indigenous
states including the newly formed
Gujarat-Prathihara Dynasty.

1186-1206

Wars of DelhiChola Vortices

The Persian Muslim prince, Mohammed
of Ghor, northwest of the Indus, drove the
Yamani from Ghazni, but his forces were
driven back across the Indus by a Hindu
coalition when they invaded the Ganges
Valley.

1307-1351

The Khalji-Tughluq
Wars

Alauddin of the Khalji dynasty, as a
regional ruler of the Delhi Sultanate,
crossed the Deccan from Oudh to attack
the Western kingdom of Devari, then as
monarch successfully defended against a
Mongol invasion.
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1524-1575

Wars of Mughal
Unification

The forces of Babar, from Kabul,
intervening in an internal conflict of
the Delhi Sultanate, destroyed the
Sultanate army, but then was opposed
by a coalition of Afghans, Muslim
Bengalis and Hindu Rajputs.

1737-1792

War of Three
Civilizations

After Hindu Marathas, under Baji Rao,
attacked and defeated the Mughals;
Persians under Nadir Shah invaded the
Punjab and then sacked Delhi.

East Asian General Wars
633-567

Chu-Jin General
War

In a multiple state system, an alliance
against the southern state of Chu was
organized by Jin and in 633, when Chu
attacked Song, one of the alliance states,
the alliance members supported Song,
and Chu was defeated in a fierce battle.

346-311

Qin-Chu General
War

The southern marchland state of Chu
advanced eastward and conquered Yueh.
Then, undeterred by a defensive alliance
organized by the state of Chao, the
western marchland state of Qin conquered
the state of Shu.

Mesoamerican General Wars
1363-1418

Wars of Tepanec
Hegemony

The Tepanecs, whose capital was at
Alzcapotzalco, dominated the western side
of the lakes of the Valley of Mexico. In
1363 or shortly after, they began a war
with Culhuacan, which dominated the
southern side, and while this war was in
progress, attacked Chalco to the
southeast.

1458-1496

Wars of Aztec
Expansion

The hegemonic Tepanecs attacked their
Aztec vassals but were repelled. The
Aztecs countered by besieging the
Tepanec capital Azcapotzalcol.

African General Wars
1850-1908

Wars of European
Colonialism

The British in South Africa defeated a
Native Alliance in the three year
Great Kaffir War. The following year, far to
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Wars of European
Colonialism (Cont.)

the north, the French began a long
conquest of Senegal.

Byzantine General Wars
803-823

The Abbasid-Bulgar Responding to a demand for return of
Wars
tribute, Abbasid Caliph Harun-al-Rachid
attacked and twice defeated the forces of
Emperor Nicephorus I. Peace was made,
but then the Bulgars led by Khan Krum
invaded the Byzantine Empire from the
Northwest.

1068-1098

The Seljuk Wars

Newly crowned emperor Romanus IV
Diogenes drove the Seljuks out of
eastern and central Anatolia. A second
campaign, two years later, led to the
defeat of the Byzantine army by the
Seljuks at Manzikert in 1071.

1326-1389

The Wars of
Byzantine Decline

The Osmanli Turks, victorious in a stuggle
for dominance in Anatolia, under Orkhan
took the city of Prusa just across the Sea
of Mamora from Constantinople.
Changing the name of the city to Brusa,
they established their capital there. Three
years later they repelled Byzantine forces
attempting to retake the city.

Islamic General Wars
869-907

Wars of Abbasid
Decline

In the latter half of the 9th century, the
Caliphate grew weaker and regional
governors began to build up their own
power. While Abu Ibn Mohammed's Zanj
Rebellion in Mesopotamia occupied
Abbasid forces, the craftsman-led
Saffarids established power in Iran and
expanded to the Afghanistanian border.

1145-1192

The Saladin Wars

The conquest of Edessa by Nuruddin of
Aleppo, with the massacre of many
Armenian Christians, led to the Second
European Crusade, attacking Damascus.
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1514-1551

The Wars of
Ottoman
Ascendancy

With the accession of Selim the Grim in
1512, the Ottomans turned their attention
from European to Islamic Civilization. After
massacring Shi'ites in Anatolia, Selim
conquered Iran and then invaded Syria,
which was ruled by the Mamelukes, his
strongest Islamic adversary.

1948-1991

The Wars of
Western
Withdrawal

The withdrawal of Britain and France from
the Levant after the World Wars led to the
partition of Palestine and the
establishment of Israel, a Jewish nation,
and a war between the new state and
Syria, Jordan and Egypt, surrounding
Islamic states. Israel expanded its
territory by fifty per cent. In 1949,
however, Jordan annexed the surviving
Palestinian territory on the West Bank of
the Jordan River, absorbing a population
more than double its own.

Western General Wars
1619-1648

The Thirty Years
War

In a succession controversy the
Hapsburgs of Austria and Spain attacked
and defeated minor Protestant powers in
Bohemia and Prague. The Spaniards
then resumed a suspended war against
the Protestant Netherlands.

1688-1713

The Wars of
Louis XIV

France, under Louis XIV, attacked the
Rhine Palatinate. William of Orange, of
the Netherlands, organized an opposing
coalition, including England and Sweden,
and Anglo-Dutch navies cut off French
supplies.

1740-1763

The Wars of
Frederick the
Great

Frederick the Great of Prussia invaded the
Hapsburg territory of Silesia. Prussia was
unexpectedly supported by the forces of
the Elector of Bavaria, who was a rival
claimant to the Hapsburg throne.

1792-1815

The Napoleonic
Wars

The French Revolution led to an invasion
of France by Austria and Prussia. Using
mass conscription, however, the French
stopped the invaders at Valmy,
then invaded the Austrian Netherlands.
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1914-1945

The World Wars

The Hapsburg Empire, supported by its
German ally, declared war on Serbia, a
minor power. Russia, a Serbian ally,
mobilized for war along both its Hapsburg
and German borders.

TABLE 3: ORIGINS OF GENERAL WARS:
CLASSIFICATION
(Numerals beside some classifications indicate particular status; see key at end of table)
General War

Initiator

Attacked

Geography

Leader

Ensuing Event

Herakleopolitan

great
power

province

regional

Wahankh

hegemon
counter attacks

Ahmosic

great
power

minor
powers

systemic

Kamose

attacks
hegemon

Saitic

external
power 1

hegemon

systemic

Esarhaddon

great power
counter
attacks 2

Sumerian

barbarians 3

minor
powers

regional

Eannatum4

counter attack

Mesopotamian

great
power

great
power

regional

Mitannian

external
power

province

regional

Suppiliuliumus

attacks
great power

Assyrian 1

great
power

external
powers

regional

Shalmaneser I

great power
attacks
challenger

Tiglath
Pileser III

attacks
provinces

Assyrian 2

great
power

great
power

systemic

Diadochid

great
power

great
power

systemic

Parthian

external
power

hegemon

systemic

Sassanid

hegemon

provinces

regional

great
power

local

Peloponnesian

minor
power 7
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ShapurI

attacks
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Geography

General War

Initiator

Attacked

Punic

minor
power

civil war

Mauryan

external
power

minor
power

regional

Guptan

great
power

minor
powers

Chalukyan

great
power

Gujarat
Delhi-Chola
Khalji-Tughluq
Mughal
Three
Civilizations
Chu-Jin

Leader

Ensuing Event
great power
intervenes

local
Alexander

initiator
withdraws

regional

Chandragupta 9

attacks
more minor
powers

minor
power

local

Pulekesin II

establishes
tributary 10

external
power

great
power

regional

Junaid

alliance repels
invasion

external
power

great
power

regional

Muhammed of Ghor

counter alliance
checks

great

systemic
power

Alauddin

defends against
external attack

external
power

great
power

systemic

Babar

opposed by
alliance

great
power

great
power

systemic

great
power

systemic

alliance
counterattacks
second great
power attack11

hegemon

hegemon

Baji Rao

external attack
on great power

Qin-Chu

great
power

great
power

regional

Tepanec

great
power

great
power

systemic

Tesozomoc

attacks second
great power

Aztec

hegemon

great
power

systemic 12

Maxtla

alliance
counterattacks

Eurafrican

external
power

minor
power

local

Abbasid-Bulgar

external
power

hegemon

systemic

Harun
-al-Rachid

barbarian
attack 2

Seljuk

hegemon
power

external

regional

Romanus IV

second external
attack

Byzantine
Decline

external
power

hegemon

systemic

Orkhan

hegemon
counterattacks

Abbasid Decline
Decline

rebel
group

province
power

local

AN Ibn
Mohammed

provincial
power
expands
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General War

Initiator

Attacked

Geography

Saladin

great
power

minor
power

local

Ottoman

hegemon

great
power

systemic

Western
Withdrawal

alliance

great
power

regional

compensatory
annexation 13

hegemon

minor
power

regional

attacks great
power

hegemon

minor
power

regional

Louis XIV

alliance
blockades

great
power

province

regional

Frederick I

minor power
joins attack

alliance

hegemon

systemic

hegemon
counterattacks

great power

minor
power 14

regional

counter alliance
mobilizes 15

Thirty Years
Louis XIV
Frederick II
Napoleonic
World

Leader

Ensuing Event

Nurudin

external alliance
attacks

Selim
the Grim

attacks second
great power

1. great power external to civilization.
2. on hegemon
3. nomadic powers on the periphery of the civilization
4. in counter attack
5. second major power conquers minor power
6. of external great power
7. rebellion within alliance
8. alliances on both sides
9. unrelated to Mauryan leader
10. Vengi Chalukya, a systemic threat
11. Different powers involved
12. Great power supported by ally.
13. of West Bank by Jordan
14. by declaration of war rather than attack
15. Russia on Habsburg and German borders
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